Hedgehog Bakes a Cake

Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. _____ batter  A. as good as something can be
2. _____ buttery  B. spread something sticky or greasy
3. _____ perfect  C. set of cooking instructions
4. _____ recipe  D. thick liquid mixture used in cooking
5. _____ smeared  E. cake that is yellow because of eggs
6. _____ yellow cake  F. full of or covered with butter

Directions: Circle the word that goes in the sentence and write it on the line.

7. Hedgehog found a ___________________ for yellow cake.
   a. smeared  b. batter  c. recipe

8. Rabbit helped mix the___________________ , it was still lumpy.
   a. buttery  b. batter  c. perfect

9. Owl ___________________ the butter in the pan.
   a. batter  b. smeared  c. recipe

10. Her feathers were ___________________.
    a. buttery  b. recipe  c. yellow cake

11. The___________________ was finished.
    a. yellow cake  b. smeared  c. perfect

12. All the animals thought it was ___________________.
    a. recipe  b. perfect  c. chores